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a b s t r a c t

Dy and Ho iron garnets in form of nanoparticles were synthesized by citrate sol-gel method. Phase for-
mation, lattice constant and average crystallite sizes of the samples were determined via XRD measure-
ments. Morphology and particle size distribution were studied by TEM and chemical composition was
checked byEDX.Magneticmeasurements in temperature range 5e600K and in themaximumappliedfield
of 50 kOe were carried out by using SQUID and VSM. Their magnetic parameters, including Curie tem-
perature,magnetization compensation temperature, spontaneousmagnetization, high-field susceptibility,
magnetic coercivity were discussed in the framework of three interacting magnetic sublattices, magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy, core-shell model and compared to those of the bulk materials. Based on these
analyses further evaluation on the crystallinity and homogeneity of the samples has been made.
© 2016 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Vietnam National University, Hanoi.
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1. Introduction

Rare-earth iron garnet (RIG) of general formula R3Fe5O12 (R is a
rare earth element) crystallizes in cubic structure with the space
group Ia3d. The magnetic ions are distributed over three crystal-
lographic sites with sublattice magnetizations Ma (octahedral site
16a; [Fe3þ]),Md (tetrahedral site 24d; (Fe3þ)) andMc (dodecahedral
site 24c; {R3þ}). The two magnetic iron sublattices are antiparallel
and their strong superexchange interactions decide the magnitude
of the Curie temperature. The magnetic sublattice of the rare-earth
ions is polarized by the iron sublattices and becomes magnetically
oriented antiparallel to the resultant iron ion sublattice magneti-
zation. In RIG, the exchange field between the Fe and rare-earth
sublattices is much weaker than that between the two iron sub-
lattices. The interaction between the R ions is very weak and the
rare-earth sublattice can be considered to be essentially a system of
paramagnetic ions situated in an exchange field created by the Fe
sublattices. Due to the difference in the temperature dependence of
the magnetization of sublattices, the net magnetization falls to zero
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at the so-called magnetization compensation temperature Tcomp.
For the non-S-state rare-earth ions, at low temperatures when both
crystal field and exchange anisotropies become of the same order of
magnitude, their magnetic moments will be canted relative to the
usual easy direction [111] [1].

Miniaturization of new generation electronic devices requires
the use of materials with nanometric dimensions. Recent studies on
nanosized garnet compounds focus on the application in the field of
microwave devices [2], high-density magnetic, magneto-optical
information storage [3e5] and cryogenic magnetic refrigeration
[6]. Although the magnetic properties of garnet bulks have been
investigated through the past decades [see e.g. [7e10]], the com-
plete understanding of their magnetic properties in nano-
particulate forms remains a challenge. These properties are known
to be very sensitive to the physical characteristics such as the size,
shape and surface properties of particles. Therefore, studying about
manufacturing methods and the properties of rare-earth iron gar-
nets in nano size is necessary and expands the applicability of the
material. Up to now there are still few reports in the literature on
the structural and magnetic properties of single phase nano-
crystalline RIG garnets which were prepared by chemical sol-gel
methods [11e14], glycine assisted combustion [15] or by mechan-
ical milling [6,16,17]. It was found that in general the reduction in
particle size causes the decrease in saturation magnetization. This
National University, Hanoi. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
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decrease of the saturation magnetization may be attributed to the
existence of a non-magnetic surface layer [18] or to a non-collinear
spin arrangement at the surface of the particles [19]. In ferrous
oxide nanoparticles, oxygen vacancies may exist which result in a
change of the oxidation state of iron ions for charge compensation.
Guillot et al. via magnetization and M€ossbauer measurements have
proved that the synthesis of nanocrystalline GdIG and DyIG by ball
milling leads to a partial reduction of Fe3þ (S ¼ 5/2) to Fe2þ (S ¼ 2)
and hence the cation distribution was changed compared to the
source bulks [16,17].

In our recent studies, single-phase yttrium and gadolinium iron
garnets were successfully prepared by using citrate sol-gel followed
by heat-treatment at 800 �C [13,14]. This method allows a good
mixing of the chemical components in the reaction at atomic scales
based on that homogenous samples can be achieved. In addition, by
using this method single-phase nanoparticles can be obtained at
annealing temperatures lower than those used in other fabrication
methods. In these materials Y sublattice is non magnetic while Gd
sublattice carries magnetic moment but has no anisotropy due to
the S state of Gd ions.

In this work, preparation technology and magnetization charac-
terization of rare-earth iron garnet nanoparticle systems with R¼ Dy
and Ho were considered. Different from the case of gadolinium, in
the cases of dysprosium and holmium due to the non-S state of the
rare-earth ions both spin and orbitalmoments of the 4f electrons and
the crystalline electric field influence the magnetic properties. The
magnetic behaviors of the nanosized Dy and Ho iron garnets in
external appliedmagnetic field are therefore expected to be different
from those of the GdIG counterpart. The spontaneousmagnetization,
high-field susceptibility and coercivity of the samples were investi-
gated in temperature range from 5 K to above the Curie temperature
and discussed based on the size reduction effects.
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of samples and processed by the Rietveld method. The
experimental points as well as calculated and difference functions are indicated.
2. Experiments

The sample fabrication route followed the steps described in our
previous reports [13,14]. The gels were obtained from aqueous so-
lutions of citric acid, nitrates of Fe3þ and R3þ (R ¼ Dy, Ho) and then
NH4OH was added to adjust pH to ~10. The nanoparticle samples
labeled as DyIGNPs and HoIGNPs were obtained after annealing the
gel products at 800 �C in 2 h.

X-ray diffraction (Cu-Ka, Siemens D-5000) was employed to
identify the phase formation, crystal structure and the average
crystallite size on applying Rietveld method using FullProf program
[20]. Thediffractionpeaksweremodeled bypseudoeVoigt function.
The refinement fitting quality was checked by goodness of fit (c2)
and weighted profile R-factor (Rwp). The calculated results are
acceptedwhenc2 should approach1 andRwpmust be close toor less
than 10% [21].

Transmission electron microscope (JEOL 1010 e TEM) was used
to examine the particle size and morphology. For TEM measure-
ments, the particles were dispersed by rigorous vibration in ethanol
for 4 h using ultrasonic. The concentrations of metal ions were
determined using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). For
each sample, the elemental analysis was carried out at 4 different
positions on the particle assembly. The magnetization loops in the
temperature range from 5 K to room temperature were measured
using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) by
Quantum Design with applied magnetic fields H up to 50 kOe and
those at high temperatures were collected in vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) with maximum field H ¼ 10 kOe. For
the magnetic measurements, the nanoparticles were fixed in
nonmagnetic sample holder.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure and morphology characterization

The XRD patterns of the samples and their Rietveld refinement
are shown in Fig. 1. The refinement result indicates that all the
samples are cubic and well refined in space group Ia3d with atoms
in positions Fe1 in 16a(0, 0, 0), Fe2 in 24d(3/8, 0, 1/4), R in 24c(1/8, 0,
1/4) and O in 96h(x, y, z). None of impurity phases such as hematite
(a-Fe2O3) or orthoferrite RFeO3 is observed. The refined values of
structural parameters including lattice constants (a), oxygen coor-
dinate, parameters of microstructure (D, ε) and fitting quality are
given in Table 1. The lattice constant of the samples are in good
agreement with those reported for the bulks [7]. The smaller lattice
constant of HoIGNPs compared to DyIGNPs can be explained due to
the smaller ionic radii of Ho3þ compared to that of Dy3þ

(rHo3þ ¼ 1:155�A; rDy3þ ¼ 1:167�A for dodecahedral site).
The mass density of these samples was determined via the

relation

rXRD ¼ 8M
.�

NAa
3
�

(1)

where M is the mole mass in gram, 8 number of chemical formula
units per unite cell, a the lattice constant and NA the Avogadro
constant. rXRD is found to be 6.7 g/cm3 and 6.75 g/cm3 for DyIGNPs
and HoIGNPs, respectively.

The microstructure parameters including average size of
coherent scattering region D (usually called the crystallite size) and
lattice microstrains Da/a (where a is lattice constant) were ob-
tained by analysis of the peak broadening (Table 1). In our work the
average size of coherent scattering region and the microstrains
were determined on applying Rietveld method using FullProf
program with condition that instrumental resolution function was



Table 1
Structural parameters of the samples estimated from Rietveld refinement: lattice constant (a), oxygen coordinate, crystallite size (D), microstrain (Da/a) and fitting quality (c2

and Rwp).

Sample a, Å Oxygen coordinate D, nm Da/a, % Rwp, % c2

x y z

Dy3Fe5O12 12.409 (1) 0.974 (2) 0.062 (1) 0.151 (2) 39.1 (2) 23.9 11.9 1.29
Ho3Fe5O12 12.366 (1) 0.963 (1) 0.063 (1) 0.157 (1) 42.9 19.8 12.3 1.33
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provided. The TEM micrographs in Fig. 2 show dispersed parts of
the samples, indicating that the particles are approximately
spherical and adhere to one and another. By examining the particle
sizes from various TEM images, the particle sizes of DyIGNPs are
distributed in range of 20e50 nm with the most probable value of
DTEM ~35 nm and for HoIGNPs, the particle size range is 15e55 nm
and DTEM is ~38 nm (see the histograms on the right in Fig. 2). It is
seen that the crystallite-size values DXRD of the samples fall within
the particle size ranges determined via TEM. EDX results in various
investigated sample zones show that the atomic ratios [R]/
([R] þ [Fe]) of the samples are in agreement with those of the
stoichiometric compositions within bounds of experimental error
of this technique.
3.2. Magnetic characterization

The magnetization loops M(H) of the samples in temperature
range from 5 K to above the Curie temperature were measured. For
demonstration, the hysteresis loops of the DyIGNP and HoIGNP
Fig. 2. TEM micrographs and histograms of size di
samples at several temperatures are presented in Fig. 3. The curves
show a linear behavior in high fields based on that the differential
susceptibility value was determined. The spontaneous magnetiza-
tion Ms was deduced by extrapolating the linear part of the curves
to zero field. The coercivity Hc was also determined from the data. It
is noted that at all investigated temperatures the full loop state was
achieved in the samples under the experimental conditions.
3.2.1. Spontaneous magnetization Ms

The Ms versus T curves were shown in Fig. 4 from that the
compensation temperature (Tcomp ~ 215 K for DyIGNP and ~137 K
for HoIGNP) and Curie temperature (TC ~ 550 K for DyIGNP and
~560 K for HoIGNP) are found. The data of Tcomp and TC for bulk
materials were reported by different sources as reviewed by Gilleo
[7]. There is a discrepancy in these values, namely, Tcomp was found
in range 215e226 K for DyIG and 130e144 K for HoIG, TC was re-
ported to be 552 K or 563 K for DyIG and 558 K or 567 K for HoIG,
which was attributed to inhomogeneity of the investigated samples
[7 and references there in]. Pauthenet provided the spontaneous
stribution of DyIGNPs (a) and of HoIGNPs (b).
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magnetization of RIG samples in awide temperature range from 2 K
to above Curie temperature [22]. For comparison, the magnetiza-
tion data measured for Dy and Ho compounds are also plotted in
the same graphs. It is seen that the Tcomp values of the NP samples
are in very good agreement with those of the bulks while their TC
values are several kelvins lower compared to the bulk values. The
small difference between Curie temperatures of the NPs and of the
bulks can be due to some causes such as the difference in homo-
geneity of the samples or the finite-size effect related to the
nanoscale. For both samples, in temperature range T < Tcomp
significantly lowering in the spontaneous magnetization Ms is
observedwhile at T> Tcomp, theMs values of HoIGNPs recover to the
bulk values and for DyIGNPs even slightly higher values were
found. A similar but more pronounced effect was reported for
GdIGNPs prepared by the same method [14].

At temperatures well below the compensation point, Ms of the
NP samples is approximately 20% and 15% smaller compared to the
bulk value for DyIG and HoIG, respectively. In order to explain this
phenomenon we apply the coreeshell model for these particles in
which the core volume retains bulk behavior while the outer shell
has deviated properties. The similarity in Tcomp and TC of the
nanosized samples and bulks is due to the core and the lower
magnetization compared to the bulk is attributed to the surface
shell of the particles. In the surface region of the particles the
variation in coordination of cations, broken exchange bonds or
other types of defects occur which cause misalignment of the
magnetic moments [23,24]. The size distribution of the particles
also affects the magnetic properties because the contribution of the
particles' surface to the magnetization of the samples becomes
more significant as the particle size decreases. Assuming the
magnetic moments in the outer shell are completely disordered
and canceled out, the relation between the spontaneous magneti-
zation of the nanoparticle sample (Mexp

s ) and that of the bulk
counterpart (Mbulk

s ) can be described as

Mexp
s ¼ Mbulk

s ½ðD=2� tÞ=D=2�3 (2)

for a spherical particle where D is the particle diameter and t the
surface layer thickness. In order to estimate the surface layer
thickness for the particles with diameter of DTEM, the Mexp

s values
are taken as Ms of DyIGNPs and HoIGNPs at 5 K, the Mbulk

s values of
the bulks are taken from the Ms data at 5 K provided by Pauthenet
[22]. The obtained values of t for DyIGNPs and HoIGNPs are
respectively 1.4 nm and 1.1 nm which are within order of their
lattice constants and hence are reasonable.

In rare-earth iron garnets, R-R and R-Fe magnetic interactions
are very much weaker than Fe-Fe interactions [7,25,26] hence the
rare-earth moments are expected to be more disordered than the
iron spin system in the outer shell. As a result, the misalignment of
the rare-earth moments at the surface is the main reason for the
decrease in Ms at low temperatures because at these temperatures
the rare-earth sublattice is the stronger magnetic sublattice. With
increasing temperature above Tcomp, the resultant Fe sublattice in
the core volume becomes dominant whilst the rare-earth moments
are largely decoupled from magnetic surroundings due to thermal
perturbation as discussed in previous studies on bulk materials
[19,25]. In surface region, due to the decoupling of rare-earth mo-
ments, the Fe spins can orient more easily to the direction of the
magnetization of the core via Fe-Fe interactions which leads to an
enhancement of the total magnetization. This mechanism can
explain the recovery ofMs of the nanoparticles as comparing to the
bulk values at high temperatures.

3.2.2. High-field susceptibility cHF
In Fig. 5, we show the temperature dependence of the high-field

susceptibility cHF of the nanoparticle samples and of the bulks
which were also reported by Pauthenet in [22]. At very low tem-
peratures near 0 K the R ions in the bulk samples are almost



Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the differential susceptibility cHF in high fields of
DyIGNPs (a) and of HoIGNPs (b). The open circles are the experimental data for bulk
materials provided by Pauthenet [22] (see text).
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(b). The insets are magnified parts of the hysteresis curves showing the highest and
lowest values in the peak region around Tcomp.
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magnetically saturated due to the strong exchange field exerted by
the Fe sublattices and hence cHF approaches zero. With increasing
temperature, due to thermal excitation the Rmoments are partially
demagnetized and there appears a differential susceptibility in
presence of applied field, a process known as paraprocess. The cHF
values reach a maximum below about 50 K and above that tem-
perature the exchange forces acting on the R ions are overcome by
the thermal energy, hence they are virtually free to orient in an
applied magnetic field. The observed susceptibilities vary with
temperature approximately as 1/T [22]. The temperature depen-
dent behavior of the high-field susceptibility of the nanoparticle
samples is similar to that of the bulks; however, their values are
significantly higher in the whole investigated temperature range.
This effect is attributed to the rotation of canted moments in the
surface layer toward the applied field. Our previous study on
GdIGNPs revealed that the contribution to the high-field suscepti-
bility from the Gd spins at the surface is very huge which is man-
ifested by a steep increase in cHF at low temperatures [14]. The
variation of cHF versus T of this sample is therefore in opposite
tendency compared to the bulk behavior. Much smaller contribu-
tions to cHF from the surface of the DyIGNPs and HoIGNPs observed
in this work can be explained by non-S-state origin of R ions. The
surface rare-earth moments are pinned by both exchange field and
magnetocrystalline anisotropy field produced by the local electric
field acting on their orbital moments, leading to small differential
susceptibility at the surface with applying external field.

3.2.3. Magnetic coercivity Hc

Fig. 6 shows the results of measurement of the temperature
dependence ofHc for the nanoparticle samples. For DyIGNP sample,
a single peak in Hc is observed with the maximum value of 1.9 kOe
located at Tcomp (~225 K) while for HoIGNP sample, double peak is
observed with two maxima Hc (125 K) ¼ 1.35 kOe and Hc

(150 K) ¼ 1.15 kOe and a minimum at compensation point
Hc(Tcomp~137 K) ¼ 250 Oe. Previous studies showed that these
properties are inherent in RIG samples which exhibit Tcomp
[10,27e29]. Phenomenologically, the appearance of the double
peak in Hc is consistent with the reduction ofMs to zero and so does
Hc approach zero as temperature trespasses the compensation
point. In reality, however, there always exist some lattice defects in
the samples leading to incomplete cancellation of sublattice mag-
netizations and hence non-zero Hc at Tcomp is observed. It was also
pointed out that in inhomogenous samples, single peak in Hc ap-
pears and the peak is broadened with increasing the degree of the
inhomogeneity. Goranskiĭ and Zvezdin developed a theory based on
the StonereWolhfarth model in order to explain the formation of
double peak in coercivity in such kind of materials [30]. In the
theory it is assumed that near Tcomp the spontaneousmagnetization
of the material is very small and hence its magnetostatic energy is
negligible and the sample becomes a single domain. The magne-
tization process in this temperature region involves exclusively the
rotation of magnetization vector. The difference between this the-
ory and the StonereWolhfarth model lies in the fact that the
magnitude of the magnetization of the materials such as RIGs in-
creases with increasing the applied field due to the paraprocess of
the rare-earth sublattice. This process influences the shape of the
hysteresis loops and is responsible for the formation of double peak
in Hc near Tcomp [10,30]. An expression for maximum coercivity was
derived from the theory as follows [10]:

HcðmaxÞ ¼ ðaK=cÞ1=2 (3)

where K is anisotropy constant, c susceptibility of the rare-earth
sublattice, a the coefficient depending on the relative orientation
of the applied field and the crystal axes. For the nanoparticle
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samples, in the region around Tcomp, K and c are in order of 104 erg/
cm3 [31] and 10�3 emu/(cm3Oe), respectively, therefore Hc is in
order of 103 Oe according to Eq. (3), being in the same order of
magnitude with the observed values (Fig. 6). Magnetic studies on
RIG bulk samples reported much lower Hc(max) values, e.g. ~50 Oe
for R ¼ Dy, Ho in [24,25] or 600 Oe for R ¼ Dy in [10]. The large
difference in the experimental values of coercivity observed for
bulk and nanosized forms suggests that the assumption of the
singleedomain state near Tcomp in bulks may be an idealized
concept. In [11], via the investigation of coercivity as a function of
particle size S�anchez et al. showed that below a critical diameter
Ds z 190 nm, YIG particles become single domains. This result
justifies that the particles in our samples are in single-domain state.
On the other hand, in the bulk samples multi-domain structures are
favorable. This can explain the larger coercivity of the nanosized
samples compared to the bulks because the magnetization process
in single-domain materials involves the rotation of magnetization
whilst in multi-domain materials it takes place via movement of
domainwalls. Another reason for the lowHc values observed in [27]
and [28] for bulk samples may also be due to the fact that the
maximum applied fields used in these studies were not large
enough to create the full loop states.

At low temperature range far apart from the peak region, an
increasing tendency of Hc with deceasing temperature is observed
which is mostly originated from the increase of magnetocrystalline
anisotropy as a result of the ordering of the rare-earth sublattice.
For both samples, at 5 K the coercivity reaches about 1.4 kOe. TheHc

values of the investigated samples also depend on other factors
such as the statistical distribution of the crystallographic directions
of the particles in the assembly, the number of metastable orien-
tations of particle moments defined by the competition between
the core and the surface anisotropy contributions and the in-
teractions between them.
4. Conclusion

DyIG and HoIG nanoparticles were successfully prepared by
citrate sol-gel technique with subsequent calcination at 800 �C for
2 h. Crystal structure and magnetic analyses have shown that the
samples are in single phase with high degree of crystallinity and
have fairly good chemical homogeneity. The particles can be treated
in the core-shell morphology in which the core inherits the bulk
properties and the shell has deviated properties. Because the core
part has the main contribution to themagnetization of the systems,
the values of Curie and compensation temperature of the nanosized
samples are similar to those of the bulks. On the other hand,
compared to the bulks higher magnetic susceptibility in high fields
is observed for the nanoparticles due to the disorder nature of the
surface spins. Because the particles are in single-domain state, the
nanosized samples show a very large coercivity in comparisonwith
the bulks. In particular, a double peak in Hc around compensation
point was observed for HoIGNPs which agrees well with the
theoretical model developed for coercivity of RIG materials asso-
ciated with magnetization compensation phenomenon. This also
indicates that the HoIGNP sample has better homogeneity than the
DyIGNP one which shows a single peak in Hc near Tcomp. This study
together with our recent studies [13,14] have contributed to the
systematic view on the magnetic properties of RIG nanoparticles
with size distribution in approximate range 20e55 nm. The studies
also show that solegel is an efficient route for fabricating nanosized
garnets. Further studies on valence states of themagnetic cations as
well as surface spin states are particularly helpful in understanding
the origins of magnetic phenomena of this type of materials at
nanoscale.
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